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ABSTRACT:
The anti-crisis monetary regulation problem has become extremely relevant in the last two decades, both
in developed and developing economies. This article is devoted to the anti-crisis monetary policy analysis
and assessment regarding the fundamental basis and its practical application in Armenia. The research
subject is the monetary policy of the Central Bank of the Republic of Armenia from the point of view of its
e昀케ciency in a down economy.

Themethodological basis of the research is a review of theoretical and practical models of the monetary
policy under crisis, recognized in the scienti昀椀c literature, as well as its practical application in the developed
and developing economies. The main goal of the research is an attempt to identify and assess the monetary
policy of the Central Bank of Armenia from the point of view of its practical use over the past two decades.
The research 昀椀nding is the conclusion that under crisis, the monetary policy leads to contraversial results,
however generally, is the best option for reducing crisis consequences, in particular, in terms of developing
economies, which involve the Republic of Armenia.
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Introduction
The modern understanding of countercyclical

policy comes from the experience of macroeco-
nomic regulation during the Great Depression.
The countercyclical policy aims at smoothing the
economic cycles. It means that in conditions of
growth, it is necessary to pursue a restraining
macroeconomic policy, and during a crisis, the
policy has to be stimulating. In contrast to pro-
cyclical policy, we should highlight that most re-
search on countercyclical regulation puts mone-
tary regulation at the forefront. In particular, we
can trace this emphasis during a crisis, when the
policymakers need short-term and 昀氀exible instru-
ments, and monetary policy in this sense is more
e昀昀ective for the countercyclical regulation of the
economy.

Implementingmonetary policy in an open eco-
nomic environment is a rather tricky task from

the point of view of countercyclical policy. Many
economists are wondering whether the monetary
policy should be countercyclical at all. Essentially,
the answer is what the price of the issue is? What
are the economic bene昀椀ts of a policy that aims to
stabilise aggregate output in the face of external
shocks?

Among the 昀椀rst authors who addressed the is-
sue under review are Fisher [1] and then Phelps
et al. [2], who concluded that the task of mone-
tary policy is to stabilise aggregate output through
changes in the money supply, to counteract the ef-
fects of external and internal shocks. For example,
due to the high dependence on world prices for
resources, the countries resort to tight monetary
policy to maintain macroeconomic stability in the
domestic market, which contradicts the counter-
cyclical policy as such [3]. Despite the extensive
literature on optimal monetary policy in an open
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economy, it is di昀케cult to draw causal conclusions
from macroeconomic data because both demand
shocks and policy responses are o昀琀en endogenous
to underlying economic conditions. In this regard,
most of the research is mainly focused on theoret-
ical models and equations [4].

During the global 昀椀nancial crisis that began
in 2007, many central banks pursued stimulat-
ing monetary policies to ease 昀椀nancial market is-
sues, boost output, and stabilise in昀氀ation. Mon-
etary policy has mainly been successful in min-
imising 昀椀nancial market issues, but output growth
and in昀氀ation have been weak in many developed
economies, slowing recovery growth [5]. These
observations have led to a reasonably widespread
debate about whether the transmission channels
of monetary policy can be considered successful
during a crisis, in particular during a 昀椀nancial
crisis, and in general, to what extent the mone-
tary policy is successful in the context of 昀椀nan-
cial globalisation and a high degree of volatility
in the world economy [6]. Moreover, it is argued
that a昀琀er the global 昀椀nancial crisis the transmis-
sion mechanism of monetary policy changed, giv-
ing a central role to credit markets and banking
system [7].

In this regard, it is crucial to 昀椀nd out whether
a countercyclical monetary policy is possible and
whether it is necessary to prioritise a stimulating
昀椀scal policy during a crisis. In addition, the issue
of undesirable side e昀昀ects of countercyclical mon-
etary policy, such as the emergence of excessive
risks and in昀氀ated prices for 昀椀nancial assets, which
may result from an extended expansionary policy
on the part of the monetary authorities, becomes
essential [8, 9, 10, 11]. Moreover, a study argues
that an expansionary monetary policy leads to the
banks taking higher risks [12]. Evidence shows
that the institutional quality has a crucial role in
taking cyclical or counter-cyclical measures [13]
And the volatility of output and consumption dur-
ing crisis can recover with counter-cyclical regula-
tion only if there is a mild response of policy rate
to credit spreads [14, 15, 16].

We should highlight that current research on
the cyclical nature of monetary policy [17, 18,
19] generally suggests that monetary policy is of-
ten countercyclical in industrialised countries and
pro-cyclical in developing countries.

Modern research in 昀椀nancial system regulation

from the point of view of the countercyclical pol-
icy pays great attention to informal factors that
are the basis of the rigidity or so昀琀ness of 昀椀nan-
cial regulation in the modern economy. A rela-
tively large part of research [20, 21] examines 昀椀-
nancial regulation and its focus due to bargaining
for the interests of speci昀椀c institutions of 昀椀nan-
cial intermediation. Although the informal insti-
tutions of pressure and private interests are sub-
ject to constant change, Calomiris et al. [21] argue
that private bene昀椀t underlies many banking reg-
ulations in di昀昀erent countries, regardless of time.
This point of view 昀椀nds its con昀椀rmation in the ex-
tensive literature on this topic. On the other hand,
from the point of view of the causes of deregula-
tion or so昀琀ening of the 昀椀nancial supervision pol-
icy, many studies [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] con昀椀rm
the thesis about the domination of private inter-
ests in the process of implementing the policy for
the 昀椀nancial system regulation. Thus, in many re-
spects, we can argue that the policy for regulating
昀椀nancial systems is not cyclical due to biased rea-
sons. More precisely, we can say that 昀椀nancial reg-
ulation, as a rule, is cyclical due to these biased
reasons. On the other hand, some researchers ar-
gue that regulatory compliance in the banking sys-
tem increases the e昀케ciency of banking regulation
especially during crisis situations [28]. However,
counter-cyclical regulation measures may lead to
a decrease in bank pro昀椀ts [29].

In general, there are not many papers devoted
to the issues of the cyclical nature of 昀椀nancial reg-
ulation. We should note the work of Reinhart and
Rogo昀昀 [30]. In their work on the recent global 昀椀-
nancial crisis, they put forward the thesis about
the danger of tight regulation, leading to worse
economic consequences than deregulation. Blin-
der [31], in turn, presents the opposite point of
view, according to which only tight regulation can
be e昀케cient during a crisis. According to Blinder, 昀椀-
nancial system regulation policies should be more
pro-cyclical. An interesting point of view regard-
ing the cyclical nature of the policy for regulat-
ing the 昀椀nancial market is present in the work of
Aizenman and Glick [32]. They put forward the
thesis that the 昀椀nancial system itself and themech-
anisms of its regulation underlie the cyclical na-
ture of the economy. Therefore, the optimal policy
for regulating 昀椀nancial markets can smooth out
the cyclicality of the economy.
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Nevertheless, we can argue that regulating the
昀椀nancial system ismostly not cyclical, both in the-
ory and in practice.

Monetary and Currency Regulation
of the Central Bank of the Republic of Armenia

in Crisis Conditions
Considering the deep economic recession in

Armenia in 2009 due to the global 昀椀nancial cri-
sis and the consequent economic stagnation in the
last decade, it is necessary to study and evaluate the
monetary and 昀椀nancial regulation policy of the
monetary authorities of Armenia. The monetary
policy regime in Armenia is in昀氀ation targeting to
ensure the primary goal of prices stability of the
Central bank of Armenia (CBA) [33]. The second
primary goal of the CBA has been 昀椀nancial stabil-
ity since 2017. Figure 1 shows the in昀氀ation rates
and targets in Armenia. Considering the latter, we
can conclude that although the target level mostly
remains in the three-year interval, we can observe
high in昀氀ation 昀氀uctuations in shorter time periods.

From 2000 until the global 昀椀nancial crisis CBA
was conducting expansionary monetary policy
accompanied by cheap money policy to stimu-
late economic growth. The high in昀氀ow of capi-
tal through remittances and foreign direct invest-
ments (FDI) helped implement this policy with-
out depreciating pressures on the Armenian dram.
As shown in Figure 2, the reserve requirement
gradually decreased from 38% in January 2000 to
8% in January 2008.

In 2008, due to the global 昀椀nancial crisis, there
was high pressure on prices stability. To stabilise

the situation in 昀椀nancial markets, CBA imple-
mented a strict monetary policy. The re昀椀nancing
rate increased from 6.25 in 2008 to 7.75 at the be-
ginning of 2009 to restrain themoney supply (Fig-
ure 3).

On the other hand, to prevent the high depre-
ciation of the Armenian dram due to the reduc-
tion in capital in昀氀ow in 2008, CBA directly inter-
vened in the currency markets by selling foreign
currency until March 2009. The overall direct in-
tervention at the expense of international reserves
amounted to about 700 million USD. It is evident
that a昀琀er CBA stopped direct intervention, the ex-
change rate of Armenian dramovershoot from305
to 365 during a day (Figure 4). From 2009 to 2014,
CBA applied corridor regulation foreign exchange
rate policy. By strictly regulating the money sup-
ply and exchange rate of the Armenian dram, CBA
managed the in昀氀ation rate and could stabilise the
prices already in 2009 (Figure 3). Application of
the described monetary policy instruments indi-
cates the implementation of pro-cyclicalmonetary
policy during the global 昀椀nancial crisis in Arme-
nia. The latter contributed to a deeper economic
recession in 2009 (-14.1%).

Next was the regional crisis that started in De-
cember 2014. The transmission mechanism of the
crisis was the same as in the case of the global 昀椀-
nancial crisis. So, the decrease in capital in昀氀ow
created high depreciation pressure on the national
currency in Armenia. To maintain price stability,
CBA applied strict monetary policy again. The re-
昀椀nancing rate increased from 6.75% in the fourth
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Figure 1 – CPI indicators and in昀氀ation targets in Armenia
(Source: Database of the Central bank of Armenia. URL: http://cba.am/.)
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Figure 2 – The reserve requirement of CBA
(Source: Database of the Central bank of Armenia. URL: http://cba.am/.)
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Figure 4 – The re昀椀nancing rate and CPI in Armenia
(Source: Database of the Central bank of Armenia. URL: http://cba.am/.)
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Figure 4 – The USD/AMD exchange rate, monthly
(Source: Database of the Central bank of Armenia. URL: http://cba.am/.)
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quarter of 2014 to 10.5% in the 昀椀rst quarter of
2015 (Figure 3). At the same time, CBA intervened
in the currency market by selling foreign currency
for two months. However, in December 2014, the
exchange rate of the Armenian dram increased
from 420 to 463. During the regional economic
crisis, CBA also applied an expensive money pol-
icy to restrain the money supply and prevent fur-
ther depreciation of the Armenian dram without
direct interventions. Thus, in December 2014, the
reserve requirement for foreign currency deposits
doubled (Figure 2). According to our estimations,
the change in reserve requirement withdrew from
money circulation an additional 310 million USD
denominated in Armenian drams. The latter, com-
bined with the 372 million USD direct interven-
tion, eased the pressure on national currency and
prices. We can conclude again about a pro-cyclical
monetary policy during the regional economic
crisis. It contributed to the further economic stag-
nation in Armenia.

CBA slightly changed its traditional anti-crisis
monetary policy in 2020, when the Armenian
economy was hardly hit by the crisis due to the
covid-19 pandemic and second Artsakh war. Due
to massive lockdowns since March 2020, the eco-
nomic activity slowed down. The war in autumn
further halted the economic growth. The pressure
on national currency and prices was again high.
However, the monetary policy remained some-
what neutral during this crisis.

As a consequence, the exchange rate of the Ar-
menian dram started to increase gradually since
October 2020, reaching 527 during 昀椀ve months.
It drove up the in昀氀ation rate. The latter reached
5.2%, 6.2% and 8.5% during the 昀椀rst three
quarters of 2021, respectively. However, since
July 2021, the exchange rate has been stabilising.
Hence, we expect a stabilisation in prices.

Financial market regulation
amid the crisis in Armenia

The unstable state in the 昀椀nancial system can
hinder both implementation and e昀케ciency of
monetary policy, and provision of long-term
and sustainable economic growth․ Since January
2008, CBA implemented a regulatory document
setting banking standards [34]. The latter was cre-
ated according to Basel standards.

As we know, the negative impact of the global
昀椀nancial crisis started in the fourth quarter of 2008

and was further deepened in 2009. 2009 was a
controversial and di昀케cult period for the 昀椀nancial
market. The international 昀椀nancial crisis posed
new challenges for 昀椀nancial market participants.
However, the Armenian 昀椀nancial market played a
vital role in maintaining the stability of the 昀椀nan-
cial system. It was able to e昀昀ectively redistribute
liquidity among the participants of di昀昀erent insti-
tutions of the 昀椀nancial system of Armenia. Figure
5 shows how the capital adequacy ratio sharply de-
creased until the end of 2007 making the bank-
ing system more vulnerable to external shocks.
However, in regard to this banking standard, Ar-
menian banking system demonstrated good ro-
bustness during both global 昀椀nancial and regional
economic crises. During both crises we can see a
slight decrease in capital adequacy, which recov-
ered during two quarters. The same we can say
about the latest covid-19 crises. We should high-
light that despite a slight change in capital ad-
equacy minimal requirement in May 2020 (de-
crease from 10% to 9%), the ratio in regard to reg-
ulatory capital remained higher than 17% (mini-
mum requirement – 12%), and regulatory Tier 1
capital remained higher than 15%.

A昀琀er the regional crises, in January 2015, CBA
decided to increase the minimum limit of regula-
tory capital six times – from 5 billion AMD to 30
billion AMD, in force since January 2017 [34]. It
was a crucial change in the banking system lead-
ing to a signi昀椀cant reduction of the quantity of
commercial banks. Such change aimed to increase
the sustainability of banking system to external
shocks. On the other hand, in two years the total
regulatory capital increased by about 40% reach-
ing 649,3 trillion AMD in the 昀椀rst quarter of 2017
(Figure 5).

In the case of liquidity ratio, the minimum re-
quirement for liquid asset ratio is 15%, and for
liquid assets to short term liabilities – 60%. We
should note that a昀琀er the implementation of the
latter and recovery from the global 昀椀nancial cri-
sis it increased to 140% creating a reliable liquid-
ity bu昀昀er to withstand any future external shocks
(Figure 6). In the 昀椀rst quarter of 2009, certain re-
ductions in the level of excess liquidity of the Ar-
menian banking system, as well as current liquid-
ity ratios, were accompanied by an increase in the
volume of repo transactions (interbank with the
Central Bank of Armenia). In parallel with the re-
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Figure 5 – Regulatory capital and regulatory tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets ratio (% on right axis)
(Source: Database of International Monetary Bank. URL: http://data.imf.org/.)

duction of the re昀椀nancing rate by 2.25 percent-
age points at the beginning of 2009, the Central
Bank also intensi昀椀ed its expansionist operations
by expanding the resources of commercial banks
through active long-term repo instruments and
government securities in the secondarymarket. In
the second half of the year, however, 昀椀nancial in-
stitutions re-established a stable high level of liq-
uidity, combined with lower central bank partici-
pation in the 昀椀nancial market.

The decrease in liquidity ratios during the re-
gional economic crisis wasn’t signi昀椀cant. The re-
covery period accounted for one quarter and al-

ready at the beginning of the second quarter of
2015 the banking system was already stable.

In the 昀椀rst half of 2009, the banking system a
rather cautious approach to lending, leading to a
lower activity in the creditmarket. However, activ-
ity in the credit market has resumed since the sec-
ond half of the year, which has been facilitated by
the formation of certain expectations twards sta-
bility in the income of banks and population, the
decrease in the re昀椀nancing rate, and various state-
sponsored programs. However, the growth rate of
loans in 2009, compared to the growth rate of the
previous year, sharply decreased to 14%.
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Figure 6 – Liquid asset ratio and liquid assets to short term liabilities (% on right axis)
(Source: Database of International Monetary Bank. URL: http://data.imf.org/.)
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Figure 7 – Non-performing loans to total gross loans ratio
(Source: Database of International Monetary Bank. URL: http://data.imf.org/.)

We should note that the share of non-perform-
ing loans in the 昀椀rst half of the year increased from
4.4% in 2008 to 10.2% at the end of the 昀椀rst half of
2009, and decreased in the second half. At the end
of the year, it accounted to 4.9% of the total loans
(Figure 7). During the regional crisis the share of
non-performing loans sharply increased to 9.2%
in the second quarter of 2015. The recovery period
took up to 6months. At the end of 2016 this indica-
tor decreased to 6.7%. During the covid-19 crisis
and second Artsakh war there was no signi昀椀cant
change in the indicator of non-performing loans.
From the second quarter to the fourth quarter of
2020 the change amounted to 1%, with a conse-
quent decrease of 3.3% until mid-2021.

Conclusions

Overall, the monetary policy during crisis sit-
uations in Armenia has a procyclical nature. The

latter presumes a strictmonetary policy during the
decreasing period of economic cycle. Such a pol-
icy usually leads to a deeper economic recession.
However, being loyal to the procyclical policy, the
recovery period usually is accompanied with a re-
latable so昀琀er and expansionary monetary policy.

As for the 昀椀nancial regulation policy, here we
should note that the Central bank of Armenia
mostly followed Basel I, II and III banking stan-
dards since January 2008. The most signi昀椀cant
change was the requirement for regulatory capi-
tal of 30 billion AMD instead of 5 billion in Jan-
uary 2017. The existence of relatively bigger banks
with higher capital adequacy ratio improved the
robustness of the commercial banks to external
shocks during all the crises. Moreover, usually the
banking system needs 2-3 quarters for recovery.
The other banking standardsmostly remained sta-
ble during the whole period under consideration.
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a >EEийEк>-�D<я=Eкий G=ивеDEиFеF

�!!"&�*�3:
�D>бле<а а=FикDизиE=>г> <>=еFаD=>г> DегGлиD>ва=ия в ?>Eлед=ие два деEяFилеFия EFала >че=ь
акFGаль=>й, как в DазвиFыI, Fак и в DазвивающиIEя EFDа=аI. �а==ая EFаFья ?>Eвяще=а а=ализG и
>Jе=ке а=FикDизиE=>й <>=еFаD=>й ?>лиFики E F>чки зDе=ия HG=да<е=Fаль=>й базы, а Fакже ее
?DакFичеEк>г> ?Dи<е=е=ия в �D<е=ии. �Dед<еF>< иEEлед>ва=ия являеFEя <>=еFаD=ая ?>лиFика
&�  еE?Gблики �D<е=ия E F>чки зDе=ия ее DезGльFаFив=>EFи в GEл>вияI эк>=><ичеEк>г> кDизиEа.

�еF>д>л>гичеEк>й баз>й иEEлед>ва=ия EFал >бз>D Fе>DеFичеEкиI и ?DакFичеEкиI <>делей <>-
=еFаD=>й ?>лиFики в GEл>вияI кDизиEа, извеEF=ыI в =аGч=>й лиFеDаFGDе, а Fакже ее ?DакFичеEк>е
?Dи<е=е=ие в DазвиFыI и DазвивающиIEя EFDа=аI. �лючев>й Jелью иEEлед>ва=ия EFала ?>?ыFка
выявиFь и даFь >Jе=кG <>=еFаD=>й ?>лиFики &е=FDаль=>г> �а=ка �D<е=ии E F>чки зDе=ия ?Dак-
Fики ?Dи<е=е=ия в Fече=ие ?>Eлед=иI двGI деEяFилеFий.  езGльFаF>< иEEлед>ва=ия EFал выв>д >
F><, чF> в GEл>вияI кDизиEа <>=еFаD=ая ?>лиFика ?Dив>диF к =е>д=>з=ач=ы< DезGльFаFа<, >д=ак>
в Jел>< =аиб>лее >?Fи<аль=ая для =ивелиD>ва=ия ?>EледEFвий кDизиEа, в чаEF=>EFи в GEл>вияI
DазвивающиIEя эк>=><ик, в к>F>Dы< >F=>EиFEя  еE?Gблика �D<е=ия.

����"��$!"%&�: !FаFья ?>дг>F>вле=а в Dа<каI DеализаJии =аGч=>г> ?D>екFа «�>лиFика Hи=а=-
E>в>г> DегGлиD>ва=ия в  �: >Jе=ка и ?еDE?екFивы DазвиFия», Hи=а=EиDGе<>г> за EчеF EDедEFв, вы-
деле==ыI в Dа<каI EGбEидии�и=иEFеDEFва =аGки и выEшег> >бDаз>ва=ия  $ =а Hи=а=EиD>ва=ие
=аGч=>-иEEлед>ваFельEк>й деяFель=>EFи  >EEийEк>-�D<я=Eк>г> G=ивеDEиFеFа.

��2+��/� %�"��: к>=FDJиклич=ая ?>лиFика г>EGдаDEFва, <акD>эк>=><ичеEк>е DегGлиD>ва=ие,
<>=еFаD=ая ?>лиFика, а=FикDизиE=ая ?>лиFика.

��3 *�&�$"��!�3: !а=д>я= 1.�., �>Eка=я= �.�., �алEFя= �.�. (2022). �Jе=ка ?>лиFики &е=FDаль-
=>г> ба=ка �D<е=ии в GEл>вияI кDизиEа // �>?D>Eы G?Dавле=ия. № 2. !. 49–59.
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